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DentistCoin is exactly what it sounds like - a cryptocurrency dentist coin created for 
people to use for their dental care, dental needs, to connect with dentists, to use in 
the dentistry field and most of all, do as they like. We understand many people may 
want to own cryptocurrency Dentistcoin because of the mission, vision and limited 
supplies of this cryptocurrency. As a cryptocurrency, it can be acquired, traded and 
kept in a digital wallet. Our goal is to have crypto DentistCoin to be available on 
various crypto exchanges, so more people can acquire them and use them for their 
dental treatments. 

DENTISTCOIN is a decentralized cryptocurrency we envision to be used when visiting 
a local dentist, for the dentistry industry, dental care services and more. As we will 
discuss, dentistry can be expensive and many people do not have access to local 
dentists. 

A cryptocurrency like Dentistcoin can be what patients and dentists need! Providing a 
decentralized crypto payment option with no middleman to help both patients and 
dentists. 

DENTISTCOIN: THE FUTURE OF 
DENTISTRY!
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We reserve the right to change this whitepaper as needed. Can
check on Dentistcoin.com for the latest version.
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Imagine going to your local dentist, and paying for dental services either partially or fully with a 
cryptocurrency Dentistcoin. We feel that is a payment option that should be readily available, and 
we feel crypto Dentistcoin can do this. 

Cryptocurrency for All 

Dentistcoin is a cryptocurrency for all people. We would like people to use crypto DentistCoin for 
dental services payment or fees, at your local dentist office. There are many other areas of 
dentistry where crypto Dentistcoin can be used. 

As a decentralized cryptocurrency, people and dentists can now have a payment option and 
alternative payment mechanisms. As more awareness is grown and people start acquiring 
Dentistcoin - the more value it can have to both dentists and people, like most cryptocurrencies.
 
Unique Benefit - Legacy of Dental Platforms Building Awareness 

Dentistcoin has the unique benefit of being a stand-alone decentralized cryptocurrency that has 
many outside online platforms and legacy dental networks built over the past decade that can 
help build awareness. These include Teledental.com , DentalChat.com and many others. Helping 
hundreds of thousands of people get real-time live dentists help. There will be a large network of 
sites and businesses to push Dentistcoin awareness so as to become a cryptocurrency vanguard 
for services provided. These are separate, and complimentary entities that we network with. Our 
team has built many leading dental technologies in AI, Chat messaging, virtual teledental and 
online dental search - that will help Dentistcoin grow and be known. We will discuss this further 
below. 

Taking the long approach - over 2 years in development: 

As we will discuss, we have been carefully planning this for some time. We believe in the old 
adage, timing is everything. Cryptocurrency has had the needed maturation and acceptance now, 
which we feel is needed to start to fully launch. 

As we will discuss, crypto Dentistcoin is needed for the Web 3.0 evolution and to build on the 
cryptocurrency blockchain utility advantages. We have huge benefits and innovations we can 
bring to this space. We have the added advantage of being an early pioneer in this space. We 
noticed another early ICO era cryptocurrency doing something similar to us, that was not well 
thought out. We did not want to do an ICO. That cryptocurrency still did well, but we think we will 
take it to the next level. We believe in gradual and continual progress. We are excited to bring this 
to market after much planning, development, marketing and hard work. All those who believe in us 
and share our vision, should join the ride.

DENTISTCOIN - A CRYPTOCURRENCY FOR ALL 
WHO WANT A NICER SMILE! 
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100 years ago, having yellow or missing front teeth was somewhat normal and acceptable for
many adults. Now it is not. Unfortunately, there is still a large number of adults (estimated around
25%) that are missing functioning teeth and can not afford to get them fixed.. People will also
spend a lot of money to have whiter and straighter teeth. 

These are all areas that crypto Dentistcoin can help with.Many times this is due to lack of access
to a dentist, poor oral hygiene and lack of financial resources. 

The role of the local dentist has become much more significant. A dentist is a doctor that 
specializes in taking care of your teeth and mouth. There are many specialties your dentist can 
have as well, since dentistry is much more complex and advanced as compared to 100 years ago. 

Your smile really depends on your teeth. Bad teeth are mostly not acceptable in most countries 
across the globe. Most people we see in the media have nice teeth. The dental industry has grown 
and become a vital part of health care. One big challenge is that dentistry is expensive. 

That is why we feel a cryptocurrency DentistCoin has huge potential in helping people get the 
dental care they need. People will have an option of paying by our cryptocurrency for dental 
services. 

DENTISTCOIN: THE FUTURE OF DENTISTRY!
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ROLE OF A DENTIST:

YOUR SMILE DEPENDS ON YOUR TEETH - 
YOUR DENTIST HELPS YOU MAINTAIN

 GOOD TEETH! 

NOW AND THEN - 100 YEARS AGO MOST ADULTS 
OVER THE AGE OF 40 HAD MANY MISSING 

AND YELLOW TEETH! 



Over the past several years, we have answered thousands of live dental questions from people all 
over the world. We have a unique understanding of the challenges people and dentists face 
everyday. We bring this powerful knowledge with us to crypto Dentistcoin.

We plan on bringing a vast amount of innovation to the cryptocurrency blockchain space. We have 
been working and planning our cryptocurrency blockchain for some time. We now feel that it is 
time to bring it to market. 

Finding actual cryptocurrencies that can use large data tech companies, online web platforms 
and AI tech that people use to communicate with businesses is very rare. We feel we will benefit 
from this. 

Simply because we have built perhaps more innovative dental technology platforms than anyone
else - anywhere! We know dentistry. We understand all facets of real-life emergency dental care,
global dental platforms that actually work and how to build cutting-edge technologies. We have a
long list of perhaps some of the best dentists in the world we network with.
 
We have many major dental platforms such as teledental.com | dentalchat.com and many other
sites. All with the goal of bringing exciting innovation to a somewhat stale dental industry. Many 
of these are different entities, though with the same vision of bringing people easier access to
dentists hopefully. 

WHY US

UNIQUE UNDERSTANDING OF DENTAL CARE 
AND DENTISTRY NEEDS
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We want people to join us if they have a passion for innovation, want to bring more smiles to
people all over the world and help people get access to the dentists that they need. 

We are looking to be listed and traded on major crypto exchanges in 2022. Of course, like all
cryptocurrencies - there is much potential for upside and possible downside. Dentistcoin
cryptocurrency can provide a needed alternative payment source for patients to get the needed
dentistry treatment that they need. 

As a decentralized cryptocurrency, Dentistcoin goal is to be traded on crypto exchanges so more
people can acquire and use it as they see fit. 
Cryptocurrencies can be traded and can go up quite a bit in value, but do hold risks. We believe
that DentistCoin and its partners can potentially change how
cryptocurrencies are used, and how services can be provided with them. 

We believe Dentistcoin can be the starter of a whole new wave in cryptocurrency service offerings
that can propel industries and cryptocurrencies. As anyone who has followed cryptocurrency and
blockchain innovation, everything is moving rapidly. 

We feel Dentistcoin can help with the potential of what is being called Web 3.0 innovation. The
internet and web technology has come a long way in the last 30 plus years. 

DENTISTCOIN: THE FUTURE OF DENTISTRY!
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Dentistcoin is needed as there is a huge void in the dental marketplace for people needing dental 
care and seeking a dentist, and those that actually can afford the dentistry that they need. Simply 
put, it is estimated that there are over 2 billion people that require dental care that do not get it 
due to their financial situation. 

Dentistry is expensive for many reasons. In the USA for example, a newly graduated dentist may 
have college debt of over $600,000 by the time they graduate dental school. Someone has to pay 
for this. That is one of the reasons dentistry is so expensive. Dentistcoin, by bringing 
cryptocurrency to the dental space may be a solution to this - if done right. 

Web 3.0 by most is explained as the next iteration of the internet and the focus on 
decentralization. Using more level transparency (through public ledgers for example) and not 
using centralized organizations. Most believe this will require smart contracts and a level of 
automation that would hence require cryptocurrencies. Part of the idea is for more people to have
access to the data and provide some sort of a level playing field. 

Many people feel that Web 3.0 will provide an increased level of transparency and more access to 
information. We feel dentistry and dental care can use this technology greatly. That is why 
Dentistcoin is going to be partnering with some of the leading dental platforms, people in 
dentistry and the cryptocurrency space to push this forward. We hope our Dentistcoin community 
grows and helps us in this endeavor.

 WHAT IS WEB 3.0? 

WHY A DENTISTCOIN? 

DENTISTRY IS EXPENSIVE: 

WEB 3.0 AND INCREASED TRANSPARENCY: 
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Part of the process is for local dentists to accept Dentistcoin cryptocurrency from the patients 
that have them. Dentistcoin transactions can be done through simple digital wallet transactions. 
As a decentralized platform, we allow people and dentists to use as they see fit. 

Our goal is to offer incentives through our various dental platforms. All people will need to follow 
the local jurisdiction protocols, as each country has its own rules and regulations on any local 
transactions. 

The process will be for people to acquire crypto Dentistcoin, preferably through some of the 
better known crypto exchanges. Then use them as a source of payment at participating dentist 
offices. Both the dentist office and patient will need some form of a digital wallet. 

Our mission is simple. To get people out of dental pain, have them have nicer looking teeth and
more access to dentists. We feel a cryptocurrency such as Dentistcoin has that potential. We will
need a community and many other people who share our mission and vision to reach it. 

We feel that is perhaps attainable. Our mission is a noble endeavor to put more smiles around the
globe. Dentistry is vitally important and we believe if Dentistcoin can even help a small portion of
the population get more access to dentists, then it will be worth it. 

Our vision is for people to use the cryptocurrency Dentistcoin for a variety of dentistry needs. 
Many people end up getting loans or having to end up having high transaction fees when getting 
the dental care that they need. We feel that Dentistcoin can perhaps help in lowering these costs. 
We believe that Dentistcoin can potentially help people save money when visiting their local 
dentists. We believe in the cryptocurrency and blockchain Web 3.0 vision. 

Dentistcoin would like more and more people to use Dentistcoin for various types of dentistry 
needs. We hope to build communities and foundations to promote this. We have various online 
dental platforms that already can help promote Dentistcoin. We feel entities can form networks 
which can then build a community. We as a group plan
on being leaders in dental innovation - as we have in the past. We would like to see people use 
their Dentistcoin cryptocurrency as a way of paying for some or all of their dental treatment when 
they visit a local dentist. 

DENTISTCOIN: THE FUTURE OF DENTISTRY!
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PROCESS: 

MISSION - MORE SMILES! 

VISION - LOWER COSTS AND INCREASED ACCESS



A multiplier effect in business can generally refer to a multiplying of benefits from one entity's 
addition for others. One can explain this through a network effect of potential benefits. We have 
access to a group of cryptocurrencies, online search platforms, blogs, artificial intelligence (AI) 
chat technology platforms, powerful virtual dentist technology applications, technology 
professionals, crypto experts, and a large network of dental professionals to grow our DentistCoin 
vision. Our partner platforms have different entities and goals but do have a common group of 
leaders and visionaries. Our goal is to bring our resources to network with one another to create 
a multiplier effect towards success. 

For example, on dentistlist.com we will be refocusing on listing the dental practices that accept 
Dentistcoin cryptocurrency. Hence, we bring dentists who accept Dentistcoin and people who 
have acquired Dentistcoin together. Of course, that is not all Dentistlist will be doing - but that is 
a network benefit that we can do. 

DENTISTCOIN: THE FUTURE OF DENTISTRY!
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THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT! 

http://dentistlist.com/
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By using powerful blockchain networks, a public ledger will be maintained to record 
transactions in the most transparent way possible. 

Cryptographic frameworks and processes will be employed to keep all kinds of transactions 
secure and end-to-end encrypted.

We have used both Ethereum and Binance networks to provide maximum scalability to create a 
powerful cryptocurrency blockchain that we hope will be around for a long time. 

Every transaction will be completed on the basis of a coding framework without any bank-  
related influence and regulation. 

The transactions will be completed in a secure fashion through Smart Wallets maintained by 
the users or possibly through crypto exchanges. The user will need to makesure to handle their 
own smart wallet. They will use the same standards, protocols, and rules that are used by 
Ethereum and Binance cryptocurrency. Our goal is to be listed in 2022 on some of the larger 
crypto exchanges. 

USING BLOCKCHAIN SECURITY 
AND TRANSPARENCY: 



A crypto utility token is a cryptocurrency token that serves some use case within a specific 
ecosystem. The utility crypto token allows users to perform some action on a certain network, and 
thus it is a utility and not a security. A utility token is unique to its ecosystem.

It is a good idea to have a basic understanding of what cryptocurrency blockchain is and the 
decentralized mechanism that goes into our system. One should first understand what a digital 
currency known as cryptocurrency is. 

A cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual currency that is secured by a process called cryptography. 
Cryptography makes it almost impossible to counterfeit or double-spend. Many cryptocurrencies 
are decentralized blockchain networks. A decentralized network based on blockchain technology, 
uses a distributed ledger that is enforced by a disparate network of computers. 

This is where gas fees come in, when computer networks usually all over the world will do these 
computations for some type of compensation. We at DentistCoin use 2 of the more powerful 
networks to have built out Dentistcoin tokens. Namely Ethereum and Binance networks which have 
2 of the more powerful blockchain networks behind them.

WHAT IS CRYPTOCURRENCY 
WITH BLOCKCHAIN? 

WHY A CRYPTOCURRENCY CAN BE A UTILITY 
TOKEN AND NOT A SECURITY: 

DENTISTCOIN: THE FUTURE OF DENTISTRY!
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Now that we understand what is the blockchain - so how does the cryptocurrency and 
cryptography come into play? The blockchain data has been built and then cryptography comes 
into play.

Cryptography helps make this process as secure as we know now (there will always be tech 
innovation and changes that we do not know are currently possible). 

The reason the process becomes secure is that a unique and private key has been created that 
can actually be verified with a public key. If someone tries to corrupt or change this data or key, 
then the block unique key does not work. That is the genius of the blockchain cryptocurrency 
network. 

The simple definition is the dispersion of powers. As a decentralized cryptocurrency, the power 
goes to the holders of the cryptocurrencies - since they can use as they please. 

Better yet, cryptocurrencies are usually kept in some sort of digital wallet. This digital wallet is 
yours and you can do with it as you please. Through these digital wallets, people and companies 
perhaps can do cryptocurrency transactions.

As mentioned, Dentistcoin uses 2 of the most powerful Binance and Ethereum blockchain
cryptocurrency technologies. 

Why is there security with blockchain and cryptocurrencies as far as transactions are 
concerned? Once a transaction takes place or you have certain numbers of a certain
cryptocurrency that is based on a blockchain technology, this usually will entail a set of “block”
data transactions that are usually kept in a public ledger. 

To make it simple, think of blockchain as a set of blocks that store data. These blocks are chained
together in chronological order, hence the name block chain - and these are all recorded. 

WHAT IS DECENTRALIZED? 

CRYPTOGRAPHY AND SECURITY: 

BLOCKCHAIN - DATA BLOCKS IN A CHAIN! 
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Alternate payment option. 

Easy-to-access and easy-to-use 
(for those that understand crypto). 

Provides access to liquidity pools 
and capitals. 

Provides end-to-end encryption and 
security.

Completely decentralized. 

Without any intermediaries. 

DENTISTCOIN: THE FUTURE OF DENTISTRY!
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SOME BENEFITS OF CRYPTOCURRENCY 
AND BLOCKCHAIN: 



ETHERSCAN / ETHEREUM NETWORK IN USE;
BSC, AND OTHER NETWORKS POTENTIALLY IN 

FUTURE

Etherscan Link = https://etherscan.io/address/0x01D28e618a1B14f12e1A3d7d9F5Ee47c0Fb255CB  

Symbol = DEN 

Supply = 8,210,000,000

Win-Win - Crypto Exchange Listing

We are actively in discussions with crypto exchanges to find the right fit. We will be promoting 
Dentistcoin and any crypto exchange that lists us. The cryptocurrency exchange can benefit from 
large numbers of transactions with us and us promoting them. Our goal is to find the best 
cryptocurrency exchanges that will benefit us and them to work with. 
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Having a group of cryptocurrencies, online search platforms, blogs, AI chat technology, virtual 
doctor technology, a large network of professionals built over the last 14 plus years and various 
tech groups to work together provides a unique ability to grow. We are in it to win it! Of course, 
there are still a lot of challenges and risks - but if there is any group that can succeed, we believe 
it is us. 

THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT! 

Our team has built a decentralized cryptocurrency mechanism that is backed with many years of 
building powerful online search platforms and more. 

We believe any innovative technology should adapt, bring new features and grow as needed. All 
who join us should understand that the world of cryptocurrency and blockchain is rapidly evolving. 
We will be doing so as needed.

BE FLUID MY FRIEND - GROWING AND 
ADAPTING AS NEEDED:

Dentistcoin is having a limited number of NFTs for sale that for the initial group would include 
cryptocurrency Dentistcoin tokens as a bonus. We are excited about the 6500 Dentistcoin NFT 
that is for sale. All purchasing these through us should understand the terms and conditions. We 
believe the Dentistcoin NFTs will be a bridge for us to much more success. For those who share 
our vision, purchasing the Dentistcoin NFT is a great way of joining us and supporting the vision. 
We have spent much time developing and bringing this to the market. 

Crypto DentistCoin NFT 

DENTISTCOIN: THE FUTURE OF DENTISTRY!
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Analysis of decentralized crypto utility tokens for services and team buildup for buildout. 

Final R&D and start to work on implementation of cryptocurrency strategy. 
2nd Quarter 2021 
June, 2021 - Completion and launch of Dentistcoin cryptocurrency. Ready to use. 

Building gradual awareness of Dentistcoin. 
Building a team. 
Working on whitepaper. 
Gradual marketing.

Various marketing campaigns. 
Plan full launch for 2022. 
Working on cross promotion with other dental platforms. - Working with legal teams to prepare for full launch in 
2022. 

Increase online marketing and social media campaigns. 
Work with dental companies, dental sites, dental professionals, and cryptocurrency experts. Build more awareness.

Build the ultimate dental ecosystem. 
Grow global footprint and awareness. 
Blockchain innovation. 
Build a larger community of businesses and people to expand the cryptocurrency Dentistcoin reach into dentistry. 

Dentistcoin NFT crypto.
Increase social media assets for the Dentistcoin NFT sale.

Increase the number of people using and dentists accepting Dentistcoin. 
Work on building up the ecosystem. A vast undertaking. 

Announce a foundation. 
Get listed on a stable crypto exchange

In 2017, we bought Dentistcoin.com and started conceptualizing what we thought we wanted with a Dentistcoin 
cryptocurrency. With the avalanche of ICO’s in the marketplace in 2017, we decided the environment was not right for us 
- and thus worked on R&D. We launched our Dentistcoin cryptocurrency in June, 2021. 

Timeline and Projections: 

2017 - Dentistcoin.com created to discuss cryptocurrency and dentistry. Dentistcoin.com is meant to be an educational 
and informational site for crypto Dentistcoin. 

2017-2020 - Full analysis of benefits for a Dentistcoin cryptocurrency. 

2017 Dentistcoin.com providing cryptocurrency information. 

2018 4th Quarter R&D viability for DentistCoin
2020 2nd Quarter 

 
2021 1st Quarter 

 
2021 3rd Quarter 

 
2021 4th quarter 

 
2022 1st Quarter 

 
2022 2nd Quarter 

 
2022 3rd Quarter 

2022 4th Quarter 

2023 1st Quarter 

TIMELINE: A WORTHWHILE ROAD - LONG
PROCESS TO SUCCESS
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We at DentistCoin network have established a leading Teledental technology and virtual dental
care platform at Teledental.com. People pay for many teledental consultations. We envision
people using Dentistcoin for some of these dental services. 

The covid pandemic has had a significant impact on several industries, including dentistry. In the
year 2021, 23% of dental practices chose teledentistry in the hopes of finding a solution to keep
their practices going. 

 
Teledentistry not only replaces in-person care, but also improves healthcare by increasing patient
frequency and dental care access. Using local teledental virtual services can help people get the
virtual dental consultations that they need. 

 
Patients can potentially also get the prescription of antibiotics that they may need. With
Teledental consultation, you will usually be led to a virtual waiting room after creating your
account. 

You will have to fill in the payment information and your medical history information fields. Then,
an appointment is usually made within one hour or more - to get the virtual dental care 
information that you need with live dentists. 

CONSULTATION – VIRTUAL 
TELEDENTISTRY
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 Dentistcoin uses a long term strategy that we believe that our cryptocurrency can be around for a
long, long time - in a useful way. 

 
That being said, we are built with big short term goals to reach. As one of the pioneers in this
realm, we have a first mover advantage. 

Having a good understanding of the crypto community, dental knowledge of dentists and the
problems that dental patients face on a daily basis. Using our decentralized cryptocurrency, and
building a mechanism that is useful for dentists & patients. 

“We want to be on the edge of technology all of the time. We think long-term.” Hans Vestberg 
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DENTIST COIN CRYPTOCURRENCY HAS A LONG TERM 
STRATEGY, WITH BIG SHORT TERM GOALS
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Ed Said, DMD 
Dentist - Technology pioneer - USA based 
CEO MapDr.com , DentalChat.com , Teledental.com 
Linkedin profile https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-s-said/ 15,000 connections 

Dr Xerxes Calilung on dentistcoin 

TEAM - Build, succeed and share the wealth! 

Dentistcoin was developed by a group of health care professionals, dentists, technology 
blockchain pros, cryptocurrency experts, and marketing online search professionals. 

We will continue adding to our team, as our goal is to bring the best dental professionals including 
dentists, and cryptocurrency professionals together. One of the main founders of DentistCoin is a 
USA-based Dentist. Our team of talented technology professionals and crypto experts has worked 
for many years in this space. 

Founder 

 
The team is led by founder Dr Ed Said, DMD. dentist, search engine, and online technology 
pioneer. Over the last 14 years, he has been CEO of dental technology companies. He has over 
15,000 LinkedIn connections with many of the leading experts across many industries. 

Advisor 

 
Dr. Calilung is an active dentist that is very involved with organized dentistry both at state and 
national level, the California Dental Association and the American Dental Association Linkedin 
profile https://www.linkedin.com/in/irvinedentist/ 

Our team is driven by passion, and a desire to innovate for the success & good of our community. 
We do have a large network of dental professionals and tech experts, whom we have had 
discussions with to join us as we grow and get listed. 

We will continue adding to our team, as our goal is to bring the best dental professionals including 
dentists, and cryptocurrency professionals together. One of the main founders of DentistCoin is a 
USA-based Dentist. Our team of talented technology professionals and crypto experts have 
worked for many years in this space. 

TEAM



We are USA-based. Currently using Teledental inc., in Delaware. 

We are a decentralized platform, hence our goal will be to create a Saloncoin foundation after 
crypto listings and success. We do believe in the DECENTRALIZED CRYPTOCURRENCY model. We 
are inspired by Bitcoin, and feel we can do our own spin to push cryptocurrency blockchain 
forward. We plan on using our many years experience in building premier dental 
technologies online, to power Dentistcoin forward with our team. 

We feel our Dentistcoin community will be paramount to our success. Like most cryptocurrency 
decentralized platforms, the community will be part of the creative force to help us succeed. We 
do believe in the Bitcoin decentralized model. Our vision is more towards the community and 
people benefiting from Dentistcoin, not towards the personality. 

We will be forming a foundation or group, after listings on crypto exchanges. The foundation will 
continue supporting and growing our Dentistcoin cryptocurrency awareness among people and 
dental professionals. 

 COMPANY AND COMMUNITY
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Our team believes in giving back. Our goal is to perhaps give away as much as 20 percent of the 
founder's crypto or some other mechanism towards philanthropy which we will discuss with our 
community. By sharing and giving back, this can become a win-win-win. 

Our goal is to give away to worthy community dental groups, innovative dentists, people that are 
coming up with green solutions such as using less plastic that goes into the oceans or cleaning up
the ocean, decentralized crypto companies needing help that are pushing innovation, and health 
care organizations that are pushing innovation for the greater good. Everything in life comes 
together. Clean water is important for healthy living and keeping your teeth healthy. We will also 
listen to suggestions from our Dentistcoin community. Our mission is to help people live better lives 
and have brighter smiles!

GIVING BACK - BRINGING MORE 
SMILES TO PEOPLE!
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To summarize, we envision Dentistcoin cryptocurrency being used for dental services and more. As 
a decentralized blockchain cryptocurrency platform, the benefits of potentially reducing 
transaction fees and also using it as a dentist service cryptocurrency has immense potential. 

DentistCoin is the potential golden key for dental organizations across the globe to provide their 
services and get paid with cryptocurrency, in a secure manner to patients across the globe. 
It is evident that the dental healthcare industry is very costly, fragmented, and needs newer 
cryptocurrency blockchain innovation in the coming years. We believe that DentistCoin has the 
potential of filling that void. 

We are in this for the long term. We do believe in gradual and continuous progress to build global 
dentistry platforms that come together like a Block! We have arrived. Our vision is to partner with 
all and build the ultimate dental care solution to provide more people with better dental health 
care. We want to build a community. Join us! 

DENTISTCOIN: THE FUTURE OF DENTISTRY!
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CONCLUSION
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There are always risks on the blockchain or to the networks we use. DENTISTCoin assumes no responsibility for 

anything that may go wrong with the network or blockchain, though we do feel this is a remote possibility. 

Furthermore, there will be possible changes and evolution of DENTISTCoin as needed, with or without notice. 

By using Dentistcoin, users' agree to take sole responsibility for any resulting loss or gain.

The loss of a Smart Wallet with the DentistCoin currency in it.

The loss of the funds due to any kind of external interference by the local government or legislature applied 

on the user’s transactions.

Inconvenience due to the fact that any associated organization refuses to recognize or accept DentistCoin 

as a currency.

Any change in the value of the funds during conversion into a fiat currency or any other currency subject to 

an external influence by the global finance market.

We reserve the right to update this DentistCoin Whitepaper as needed, with or without notice.

The whitepaper in question is for informative purposes only and the propositions that have been referenced 

in the archive are not as of now in deployment.

We make no warranties or portrayals concerning the fruitful execution of the advancements and innovations 

as referenced in the paper. Moreover, the execution of the proposition in this report is dependent upon the 

laws and guidelines of the ward in which such a plan of action will be dynamic.
 

This is a disclaimer for all people using the cryptocurrency token called dentistcoin or wanting to acquire 

dentistcoins. in this agreement, founders, we, token, tokens, coin or company represents dentistcoin. Please 

read the entirety of this "disclaimer" section carefully. Nothing herein constitutes legal, financial, business or tax 

advice and you should consult your own legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor(s) before engaging in 

any activity in connection herewith with us. the company tokens are referred to as company tokens or company 

token or company tokens in this disclaimer. That is, the “coin” is actually a cryptocurrency “token” that is using a 

blockchain network. by buying, acquiring, selling, trading or using our cryptocurrency company tokens, 

You agree to hold founders and any participants not liable for any loss of value of cryptocurrency Dentistcoin.

You further understand that Dentistcoin is a decentralized cryptocurrency, with no central authority. You agree 

to hold any founders, people engaged in promotion or users of our cryptocurrency harmless. neither any future 

service foundation (the company), any of the project team members (the dentistcoin) who have worked on the 

cryptocurrency protocol (as defined herein) or project to develop the company protocol in any way whatsoever, 

any distributor/vendor of company tokens, including without limitation ethereum push notification service limited 

(the distributor), nor any service provider shall be liable for any kind of direct or indirect damage or loss 

whatsoever which you may suffer in connection with accessing this whitepaper, the website at 

https://dentistcoin.com (the website) or any other websites or materials published by the company. 

DISCLAIMER



The Whitepaper and the Website are intended for general informational purposes only and

do not constitute a prospectus, an offer document, an offer of securities, a solicitation for

investment, or any offer to sell any product, item or asset (whether digital or otherwise). 

Verified the accuracy or completion of such information. Further, you acknowledge that 

circumstances may change and that the Whitepaper or the Website may become outdated 

as a result; and neither the Company nor the Distributor is under any obligation to update 

or correct this document in connection therewith. Furthermore, you understand and agree 

that We may need to change or update the whitepaper as needed. As blockchain 

technology changes, we may need to evolve or change. You furthermore understand and 

agree to this.

The information herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any element of a 

contractual relationship. There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such 

information and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be provided 

as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Where the Whitepaper or the 

Website includes information that has been obtained from third party sources, the 

Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates and/or the COMPANY team have not 

independently

All contributions will be applied towards the advancing, promoting the research, design and 

development of, and advocacy for the missing piece of web 3.0 infrastructure with the 

introduction of the decentralized notification protocol. The Company, the Distributor and 

their respective affiliates would develop, manage and operate the COMPANY protocol. The 

Company is acting solely as an arms’ length third party in relation to the COMPANY token 

sale, and not in the capacity as a financial adviser or fiduciary of any person with regard to 

the sale of any COMPANY tokens. Any individual buying or selling or trading DENTISTCOIN is 

not liable for any price action of DENTISTCoin. As with any cryptocurrency that is being 

traded, prices may go up or down frequently. 

PROJECT PURPOSE

NATURE OF THE WHITEPAPER
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Nothing in the Whitepaper or the Website constitutes any offer by the Company, the 

Distributor or the COMPANY team to sell any COMPANY tokens (as defined herein) nor 

shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon 

in connection with, any contract or investment decision. 

The information set out in the Whitepaper and the Website is for community discussion only 

and is not legally binding. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal 

commitment in relation to the acquisition of COMPANY tokens, and no virtual currency or 

other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of the Whitepaper or the Website. The 

agreement for sale and purchase of COMPANY tokens and/or continued holding of 

COMPANY token shall be governed by a separate set of Terms and Conditions or Token 

Purchase Agreement (as the case may be) setting out the terms of such purchase and/or 

continued holding of COMPANY token (the Terms and Conditions), which shall be separately 

provided to you or made available on the Website. The Terms and Conditions

Documentation must be read together with the Whitepaper. In the event of any

inconsistencies between the Terms and Conditions and the Whitepaper or the Website, the 

Terms and Conditions shall prevail.

Nothing contained in the Whitepaper or the Website is or may be relied upon as a promise, 

representation or undertaking as to the future performance of the COMPANY protocol. The 

agreement between the Distributor (or any third party) and you, in relation to any sale, 

purchase, or other distribution or transfer of COMPANY tokens, is to be governed only by the 

separate terms and conditions of such agreement.
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You will and shall at your own expense ensure compliance with all laws, regulatory

requirements and restrictions applicable to you (as the case may be);

You acknowledge, understand and agree that the COMPANY token may have no value, 

there is no guarantee or representation of value or liquidity for the COMPANY token, and 

the COMPANY token is not an investment product for any speculative investment; 

By accessing the Whitepaper or the Website (or any part thereof), you shall be deemed to

represent and warrant to the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and the

COMPANY team as follows:

In any decision to purchase any COMPANY token you shall not solely rely on any statement

set out in the Whitepaper or the Website;

None of the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and/or the COMPANY 

team members shall be responsible for or liable for the value of COMPANY token, the 

transferability and/or liquidity of COMPANY token and/or the availability of any market for 

COMPANY through third parties or otherwise

CONSIDERED REPRESENTATIONS 
AND WARRANTIES 
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THANK YOU 
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